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Evaluating Precision of a new 

Hybrid Indoor Localization System 

When dealing with one of the localization systems in 
indoor places, there are many challenges caused by the 
complexity of these environments, such as multipath ef-
fects, noise and path loss that affect the accuracy of these 
technologies. Unfortunately, the causes of these negative 
effects cannot be all removed, but could be attenuated by 
adding some corrective metrics. 

In our work, we propose a new hybrid indoor position-
ing system that combines three different technolo-
gies[2][3] in order to compute the coordinates of a target 
inside a room; Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), Acoustic 
and LiFi. In order to improve the performance of our hybr-
id indoor positioning system, we used three new “preci-
sion metrics”: BLE_DOP, Acoustic_DOP and LiFi_DOP. 
The final estimated coordinates of our target will be in this 
form: 
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In this paper we present our work on improving preci-
sion and accuracy in an indoor localization system. In the 
following section, we present the main indoor localization 
techniques. Then we detail our proposed indoor position-
ing system and its components. In the fourth section, we 
present our approach of evaluating the precision and the 
accuracy of the results returned by this new hybrid system. 
Finally we present the main experiments and obtained 
results. 
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Abstract—Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) has revealed for 

decades manyinteresting opportunities especially in the field 

of positioning that made of it one of the most used technolo-

gies in indoor localization solutions. The system we propose 

is a combination of BLE, Acoustic and LiFi technologies. 

Our approachis not just arithmetic but using real time com-

puted metrics that act precision indicators or “Dilution of 

precision” (DOP) weights of the results given by each tech-

nology. Depending on theseDOP-likeindicators, we were able 

to judge how much precise and accurate the returned results 

are.Our new approach was confirmed during experiments 

showing that the precision of this new hybrid system is much 

better when using these new precision metrics. 

Keywords—Indoor Localization;BLE; LiFi; Acoustic; 

precision; Accuracy, DOP 

I. INTRODUCTION

Indoor localization has become a very important do-
main of experiments due to all the difficulties that GPS is 
facing while operating inside buildings. Therefore, consi-
dering more suitable technologies come to be more than 
important, especially when it is question of health care. 
Indeed, due to the growing number of old persons in the 
last decades [1], many worries about their quality of life 
and their personal security in their own homes came to 
surface especially when these people have to live alone. 
This was one of our objectives when studying indoor loca-
lization using new technologies. 



II. INDOOR LOCALIZATIONTECHNIQUES

Indoor localization is a process enabling the determin
tion of the position of a mobile target [7][
is generally achieved on two main steps 
positioning (Fig.1). 

Fig. 1. Indoor Localization Process [9] 

In the first step, signal proprieties are investigated
ing appropriate techniques in order to estimat
the signal, either distance or angle, such as ToA
Arrival), TDOA (Time Difference of Arrival), DoA (D
rection of Arrival) and RSS (Received Signal Strength).
the second step, the position of the target is computed
using signal parameters and the coordinates of reference
anchors. This step is based on many methods such as tr
angulation and trilateration. 

III. POPOSED HYBRID LOCALIZATION SYSTEM

We propose a new indoor hybrid localization system
that combines many positioning techniques and technol
gies. It is established around three sub
Acoustic and LiFi as presented in the following figure

Fig. 2. Poposed Hybrid indoor localization system 

In this paper, we detail our new “precise” and “acc
rate” indicators that we use to rate the precision of each
sub-system(radio, audio or light): BLE_DOP,
tic_DOP and LiFi_DOP. 

A. BLE localization sub-system

In our previous work on BLE indoor localization [
we proposed a localization system based on Log
Path Loss model and performing on threesteps as showed
in Fig.3:  
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Fig. 3. Proposed BLE localization sub

• Phase 1: Calibration Phase

In this phase, we consider environment changes in our
propagation model. As our system is composed of fixed
beacons (with known coordinates) besides the mobile
beacon, our idea is to exploit this information about known
coordinates as well as inter
compute the path loss index for propagation model
for these three beacons as well as
cy of this calibration is function of dynamic changes in the
room. 

For path loss index calibration, t
training is to apply BLE propagation model for these three
fixed model (two by two), compute the path loss index for
every couple (n1-2, n2-1,n3-2, n
culate the mean of the above indexes:

n_mean=mean (ν1−2, ν2−1,ν3−2

For known distances, path loss index can be est
follows: 
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• Phase 2: Ranging Phase

As we already “know” the value of the path loss index,
we estimate distance using following formula
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• Phase 3: Position estimation

In this phase, the system
BLE receiver device using 
linear form: 
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compute the path loss index for propagation model applied 
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For path loss index calibration, the idea of the offline 
is to apply BLE propagation model for these three 
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Phase 2: Ranging Phase

As we already “know” the value of the path loss index, 
using following formula: 
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Phase 3: Position estimation

the system estimates the position of the 
trilateration algorithm on its 
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P64  (P84respectively) is the distance between BLE
beaconR6and BLE beaconR4( BLE beacons

B. Acoustic localization sub-system

Fig. 4. Sound positioning sub-system [12] 

In our previous work [3][12], we considered an acou
tic source localization system composed of an array of two
pairs of microphones recording simultaneously a sound
(Fig.5.). Using this recorded sound, the system computes
time difference between the microphones of each pair and
then determinates the directions of arrival (anglesS4T) of the sound on them using cross-correlation

Fig. 5. Sound position estimation [12] 

• Finally, after estimating angles S68 and

ing that sound waves are planar, equations of the two

lines crossing the first (respectively the second) micr

phones pair and the acoustic source can be determined

as follows:
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the directions of arrival (angles S68and

correlation.

and S4T and assum-

, equations of the two

lines crossing the first (respectively the second) micro-

tic source can be determined

 (6)

D0 	 �4T/ O L4T
where the coefficient U
computedusing Triangulation

acoustic source are deduced through the resolution of

the equation of intersection of the two equations above.

C. LiFi localization sub-system

LiFi( Light Fidelity) was first used by Harald Haas in
his TED Global talk on Visible Light Communication
[15]. It is implemented using LED devices. Normally,
these bulbs are used for rooms’ illumination by applying a
constant current. LEDs can be switched "ON" and "OFF"
very quickly. Using these very quick variations, data can
be encoded in the light in order
stream by varying the flickering rate of the
LED is on, a digital 1 is transmitted, if the LED is off, the
transmitted digital is 0.  

In our study case, we propose a LiFi sub
out of five pairs of LiFi LEDs
room as shown in Fig.below

Fig. 6. LiFi positioning sub-system

Our approach is to use VLC technology enabled in
every LiFi LED to transmit its ID to the photo detector in
the LiFi dongle that we can imply connect to a smar
phone. This component will convert the received light
signal to an electrical one. Hence, if the smartphone d
tects the Li-Fi signal from the Li
tifies which lamp is transmitting data through its transmi
ted ID. For more precision, we use the crossing of two
LiFi LED spectra as shown below:

Fig. 7. LiFi localization 

So, we can discern three cases:

• The smartphone does not detect any LiFi
lamp.
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The smartphone does not detect any LiFi



• The photo detector identifies the IDs of two
LiFi lamps. The smartphone is located at the
center of the crossing of the two
LEDs’spectra.

• The smartphone only detect one LiFi
ID. It is located in the limit of the LED spe
trum. 

IV. ACCURACY AND PRECISION EVALUATION

PROPOSED HYBRID INDOOR LOCALIZATION

Each indoor positioning system works in a different
range that goes from 5 meters to 50 meters depending on
the type of the used technology [11]. In fact, for ultrasound
and vision based positioning systems, coverage are b
tween 1m to 10m. However, even inside range of coverage
of some technologies, estimated results can present errors
that could lead to positioning system unce
issue of precision and accuracy is considered one of the
most challenging subjects that needs to be investigated.

In positioning systems terminology, "accuracy" refers
to the difference between the estimated location and the
real one while "precision"refers to the repeatability of a
particular computed position over many measurements
[13]. 

Fig. 8. Precision vs Accuracy  [13] 

With the advent of new indoor positioning systems, it
has been urgent to select a metric that indicates how pr
cise and accurate the estimated location is.

One of the oldest Precision metrics is GPS DOP (Dil
tion of Precision). In spite of its outdoor exclusivity, this
metric has been an inspiration for many studies to propose
an indoor "DOP-like" indicator based on the same
tions. Some indoor positioning systems use another co
cept when evaluating their result: "confidence indic
tors".In our work we were inspired of these two concepts
by adapting them to each technology and technique we
used.. 

A. BLE sub-system Precision Metrics

RSSI is not a reliable measure [4][5]. It is very sensible
to environment changes and presents consequently, high

The photo detector identifies the IDs of two
LiFi lamps. The smartphone is located at the
center of the crossing of the two

The smartphone only detect one LiFi lamp 
ID. It is located in the limit of the LED spec-
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range that goes from 5 meters to 50 meters depending on 
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of some technologies, estimated results can present errors 
that could lead to positioning system uncertainty. This 
issue of precision and accuracy is considered one of the 
most challenging subjects that needs to be investigated.  

In positioning systems terminology, "accuracy" refers 
to the difference between the estimated location and the 

precision"refers to the repeatability of a 
particular computed position over many measurements 

With the advent of new indoor positioning systems, it 
has been urgent to select a metric that indicates how pre-

ate the estimated location is.  

One of the oldest Precision metrics is GPS DOP (Dilu-
tion of Precision). In spite of its outdoor exclusivity, this 
metric has been an inspiration for many studies to propose 

like" indicator based on the same assump-
tions. Some indoor positioning systems use another con-
cept when evaluating their result: "confidence indica-

In our work we were inspired of these two concepts 
by adapting them to each technology and technique we 

]. It is very sensible
to environment changes and presents consequently, high

levels of noise, caused for example, caused by multi
reflections. In fact, as we could see while studying this
technology, the larger the distance between BLE receiver
and BLE emitter, the lower the signal strength
is.But,distance estimations contain a lot of noise whic
would lead to many errors. Precision inicator should take
into account these facts and be able to show how much
precise and accurate the returned results are.

Therefore, in our formulation of BLE precision indic
tor, we follow two main steps: outliers rejection using the
"Modified Thompson� method" [
lation. We propose the following algorithm:

During RANGING PHASE:
- Measuring  N RSSI values for each beacon
- Outliers Removal using Thompson
- Compute DOP_BLER
During POSITIONING PHASE:
- Outliers Removal using Thompson
- Compute DOP_BLEP
Finally: BLE_DOP = (DOP_BLER + DOP_BLEP)/2

Where : 

and 

_

1
_

DOPGPS
BLEPDOP =

B. Acoustic sub-system Precision Metrics

In order to estimate the accuracy of the Acoustic su
system, we use the notion of reproductivity of
for the same position. Thus, at the time of the location,
during the ranging phase, the system performs N sound
captures and then eliminates the outliers that could deviate
our judgment on accuracy. This operation will be repeated
during the phase of posiyioning
algorithm: 

During RANGING PHASE:
- Measuring  N angles
- Outliers Removal using Thompson
- Compute DOP_AUDIOR
During POSITIONING PHASE:
- Outliers Removal using Thompson
- Compute DOP_AUDIOP
Finally: ACOUSTIC_DOP = (DOP_
DOP_AUDIOP)/2
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V. EXPERIMENTS

Ourproposed hybrid indoor localizationsystem  was 
validated by performingmany experimental tests on each 
sub-system apart and then on their combination. Therefore 
we implemented a prototype of a smart room composed 
of: 

- Three computers (RAM more than 2Go), one of them
as the server and the two others for acoustic localiza-
tion

- Two bars in each we connected two electret micro-
phones and a jack connection.

- Three raspberries with aBLE dongle each for BLE
RSSI scan.

- These computers and raspberries are connected
through a local network (LAN) using fixed IP ad-
dresses.

- A smartphone (Samsung S6 edge plus) in which we
installedan android app for BLE signal emission

For audio localization validation, we developed a 
MATLAB code that uses sockets for network data trans-
mission to a remote server.  

Server MATLAB final interface, as given in yhe figure 
belowestimates DOP indicators and returns four locations: 

- Sound position estimated by audio sub-system
(black star point)

- Mobile position estimated by BLE sub-system
(red star point)

- Hybrid position obtained by the combination of
the two sub-systems results using DOP indicators
(red point)

- Real position (black point)

Fig. 9. MATLAB interface for hybrid location estimation  

The final figure(Fig.10.) shows computed hybrid coor-
dinates for the same real locations as well as correspond-
ing errors: 

Fig. 10. Error minimization using proposed hybrid approach 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we discussed the different experiments we 
have carried out along the way in which we implement our 
hybrid approach to the three indoor localization technolo-
gies (audio, radio and LiFi).  

At the end of these experiments, the results obtained 
allow us to conclude that our approach based on precision 
indicators acting as weights gives more precise results in 
the order of 0.3m than every sub-system acting alone. 
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